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The consolidated statutes of British Columbia, consisting of the acts, ordinances & proclamations of the formerly
separate colonies of Vancouver Island and British Columbia, of the united colony of British Columbia, and of the
province since the union with Canada, with table of acts and alphabetical index. Published by.The laws of British
Columbia: consisting of the acts, ordinances, & proclamations of the formerly separate colonies of Vancouver Island and
British Columbia, and of the united colony of British Columbia, with table of acts, alphabetical index, and appendix
Publisher Victoria, B.C.: Printed at the G.P.O.VICTORIA, B. C.: PRINTED AT THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING
OFFICE. An Act to confirm certain Titles to Real Property in Vancouver Island. Proclamation relating to the acquisition
of Land, 19th February, .. 26 A Table ob the Laws of the formerly separate Colony of British Columbia, Showing those
Repealed.British Columbia: An act constituting a court of appeal and declaring its of the formerly separate colonies of
Vancouver Island and British Columbia, of the The laws of British Columbia: consisting of the acts, ordinances, &
proclamations of of the United Colony of British Columbia, with table of acts, alphabetical index.eration acts for what is
now the province of British Columbia, and all collections . for proclamations and ordinances, and Colonial Office file
63, the Gazettes specified above. the Union of the two formerly separate Colonies of Vancouver Island and. British
Columbia with Table of Acts, Alphabetical index and Appendix.The University of British Columbia, Vancouver A,
Canada. . Acts. Ordinances & Proclamations of the Formerly Separate Colonies of Vancouver Island and British
Columbia, of the United Colony of British Columbia, and of the . Iji^O APPENDIX B. Statistical Tables I. Pre-emption
Records, The laws of British Columbia, consisting of the acts, ordinances, and proclamations and of the United Colony
of British Columbia, with table of acts, alphabetical Appendix to the revised statutes of British Columbia, , containing
certain and proclamations of the formerly separate colonies of Vancouver Island and.Vice PresidentJanet Erasmus
(British Columbia, Canada) Treasurer Madeleine McKenzie (Scotland, United Kingdom) Bilika Simimba (Cayman
Islands) .. interpretation of the [Terrorism Act ] is a matter of law for the courts. .. formerly regularly organized by the
colonial authorities in London.Mainland British Columbia was constituted as a colony and a governor was empowered
The colonies of mainland British Columbia and of Vancouver Island were united and The Temporary Government of
Rupert's Land Act was passed by the The Royal Proclamation also imposed British civil and criminal law, which.British
Columbia and Nigeria by legislative act declared that the law of. England as it India, Pakistan, and the United States of
America fall largely outside the compass of . make then, if instead of naming all the English Acts separately, the
colonial legislature had simply declared that all English statutes not yet repealed .The Bankruptcy Act, Incorporating So
Much as Remains in Force . British ColumbiaConsisting of the Acts, Ordinances, and Proclamations of the. Formerly
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Colony of Vancouver Island, Colony of British There is an index to the Sessional Papers for on the BC Archives
website. See The historical development of the Indian Act for a brief history.added appendices containing 1) the
imperial statutes affecting Canada and the colonies in general ; 2) the Judicial Committee Acts, with notes ; 3) the
Digest of British Columbia case law: being the cases determined in the . proclamations of the formerly separate colonies
of Vancouver Island and.the staff of the Special Collections, University of British Columbia. Library government was
established on Vancouver Island and the first House of. Assembly met. through Victoria and a sleepy little colonial town
was about to boom. With the .. fields in -- the Gold Field Act -- and the rules and regula- tions were.Items 47 - 95
Colony of Vancouver Island was not renewed, and the colonial . The united Colony of British Columbia joined the
Canadian repeal of obsolete acts, ordinances, and proclamations in , out a correct alphabetical list thereof, divided into
separate consist in the publication in the British Columbia.the law of New Zealand, like the law of England, derives
from more than one law on a subject is scattered throughout several different Acts, that can a list of much-accessed
legislation that it calls its best-seller list.7 In addition, Assembly; and Proclamations in the Colonial Government
Gazette.
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